
Democracy=freedom of expression 

Over the past month, in the Cape Times I have been accused several times of “siding with the DA” 
and of “writing once again in favour of the DA”. My defence of Cllr Iverson (DA) was probed and I 
learnt that I was “hoping that some crumbs from the table might fall on his plate”. I was accused of 
“looking for a new political home” and that my overtures were in preparation for this move. 

Ironically, “Self-abasing apologist” 17th Feb 2015 suggests that I join the ANC because of my request 
that the institution of parliament and the State of the Nation Adress must be accorded basic respect. 

What is becoming evident within our society is that there are in reality large multitudes, including 
educated people who desire anarchy and chaos in our legislatures and as a result in our society.  

Thus there is a growing need to brand anything with which the anarchists do not agree with, a form of 
dictatorship. Ironically, years ago, some of the same people who helped install President Zuma and 
oust former President Thabo Mbeki also accused Mbeki of being a dictator. 

The Cape flats gangster and George Bush mentality that suggests “you are either with us or against 
us” has clearly seeped into the mind-set of some critics. The notion that in a multi-party constitutional 
democracy individuals have the freedom of expression and association has not yet entirely taken root.  

The belief that you must either be a lackey of the ANC or DA is considered usual amongst the 
uninformed. That this “lackey mentality” for political survive is detrimental to a healthy democracy is 
not considered and boxing people into categories for easy definition smacks of intellectual laziness. 

So what if I choose to represent a minority cultural or community view; does this imply that my opinion 
is less valuable than some-one from a larger party? Does bigger always imply better? Those who talk 
about President Zuma as if he represents all of South Africa’s hopes and aspirations are handing him 
the power to shape and maintain the narrative of this generation. Ironically there are others that are 
already looking ahead to a post Zuma era. 

In the words of the wise there is more to life than the daily antics of ANC and the DA. 

Cllr Yagyah Adams 
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